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A Year 2 Text (Age 6-7)

one time ago there was a king  called  king james
the first. and the  catholics did not like him. and 
there was a bad man  called Guy Fawkes he  
wanted  to  blow  the houses of parliament he  
wanted  to  kill  the king  too . as well as the  
catholics he hid 36  barrels  of gun  powder  and 
he hid it. Robert catesby sent a letter to the 
king.



A Year 11 Text (Age 15-16)

Dear Editor,   I am writing to express my 
opposition to the article regarding “teenage 
tearaways” which was recently published in your 
newspaper.    I could not help but notice the 
considerable bias in the article but I read on, 
only to witness your reporter put words into 
your readers’ mouths sentence, after sentence, 
after sentence.



Big Questions

• How does children’s written language change as 
they get older?

• What clues does this give us about their 
cognitive/social development?

• How is writing which receives high grades 
different from writing which receives low grades?

• How do these interact with genre, topic etc.?



Overview

• Our focus: development in the written language of 
school children in England.

• Our approach: quantitative analysis of features in a 
large sample of texts

• Our data: a corpus of school writing at Years 2, 5, 9 and 
11 (ages 5-16)

• Our analysis: what sets of linguistic features co-occur at 
each level? How do these distinguish ages/levels of 
attainment?



What are we studying?

• Development in written language
• Development in written language



Our focus

• Grammar as a source for making meaning
• NOT grammatical accuracy



Age-related differences found in

• How clauses are linked together
• Use/structure of phrases
• Use of vocabulary
• Information structure



A key caveat

• Text genre and topic also have strong 
influence on the above



The corpus

• Around 6,000 texts which students have 
already produced as part of their school work 
in English, History or Science

• From schools across England:
– Northern : Southern
– Urban : Rural
– Range of Socio-economic status



The corpus

• Writing produced towards the end of:
– Key Stage 1 (Year 2; approx. age 7)

– Key Stage 2 (Year 6; approx. age 11)

– Key Stage 3 (Year 9; approx. age 14)

– Key Stage 4 (Year 11; approx. age 16)

• At a full range of attainment levels



Transcription

• Transcribed by a trained team of assistants
• Formatted according to TEI-guidelines



Identifying linguistic features

• POS tagging
– CLAWS
– Stanford tagger

• Syntactic parsing
– Stanford CFPG parser

• Custom programs



Analysis

• Linguistic features of possible interest 
identified through systematic lit. review

• Features automatically counted through 
programmes, in combination with 
taggers/parser

• Generates a very large set of data!



Analysis: MDA

• Linguistic features often occur in combination, 
e.g.:
– Nominalization, low-frequency words, passives
– Conversation verbs, 1st person pronoun, NOT 

attributive adjectives



Analysis: MDA

• Derive components summarizing underlying 
dimensions in the data

• Interpret communicative functions
• How do texts from different age levels, 

attainment levels and genres differ in their use 
of dimensions?



Archiving the Corpus

• Corpus will be freely available to teachers and 
researchers in ‘clean’ and tagged forms

• Online interactive tool to be developed for 
easy searching of corpus



Future directions

• Making the corpus accessible to teachers
• Parallel studies in other contexts/languages


